
service guide



reverse hair damage
in 4 minutes 
The K18PEPTIDETM reverses damage from:

Engineered to work on every hair type, in every service, with every routine.

chemical services heatbleach + color



next-level hair renewal 

biomimetics

When hair gets damaged, the polypeptide chains (keratin chains) that make up the innermost structure of hair become weakened 
and break. These are responsible for hair’s core strength and elasticity, or the look and feel of healthy hair. When broken, hair can 
lose its resiliency and shine. 

Traveling into the inner-most layers of hair to reach the core polypeptide chains (keratin chains), our revolutionary K18PEPTIDE™ 
is just the right size and molecular structure to fit in and reconnect broken chains + address any cleaved disulfide bonds. 

To put it simply, biomimetics is the practice of learning from and mimicking nature. Mimicking the natural structure of keratin 
building blocks (amino acid sequences that make up hair) our K18 biomimetic peptide is the perfect puzzle piece to seamlessly fit 
in and reconnect broken keratin chains. 

[ bahy-oh-mi-met-iks ] noun 
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born in the salon, for you
 K18 was engineered in the biotech lab + born in the salon to propel people like you who 
 live or breathe hair. These were made to liberate your artistry, expression, and creativity.

The PRO molecular repair service – engineered to reverse hair damage in 4 minutes 

the world of K18

Peptide-powered lightweight mist 
engineered to strengthen hair’s defense 

against damaging chemical services.  

pH level of 7.5-8.0 shifts the cuticle 
layer open to penetrate hair’s cortex and 

deliver the K18PEPTIDE™ to damage 
sites on the molecular level.

Peptide-powered treatment to repair 
in-salon damage from bleach + color, 

chemical services, and heat.
 

pH level of 5.0-6.0 helps close down 
 the cuticle to seal in the K18PEPTIDE™ 

for renewed strength + elasticity.

Damage is ongoing out of the salon, so 
your clients’ use of K18 should be too. 

With a healthy hair base, services  
last longer and you can go further 

 in their next appointment.

The K18 mask comes in 3 retail sizes to 
cover all kinds of client beauty budgets.

take-home maskPRO mist PRO mask
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PEPTIDE PREP™ - engineered to create the cleanest canvas for a healthy hair base

the world of K18

Removes
99% of product buildup, 
95% of sebum + reduces

76% of copper after one wash.*

Activated charcoal + salicylic acid  
clear buildup without stripping

.
K18PEPTIDE™ reduces protein loss

to keep hair feeling soft, strong,
healthy + clean.

*results observed on bleached hair tress  
after 1 wash with detox shampoo

Reduces 7 of the most common 
 types of metal + mineral buildup 

 in 4 minutes*

Reset hair for optimal chemical + color 
services, revive color vibrancy and restore 
smoothness and bounce in just 4 minutes. 
No mix formula. No extra rinse required. 

*results observed on bleached hair tress with hard water 
buildup after 4-minute application of chelating complex 

91% said hair feels healthier, 
smoother & not weighed down.*

  
Certified microbiome friendly formula 
removes dirt + oil without disturbing 
the scalp’s natural protective barrier. 

  
K18PEPTIDE™ reduces protein loss

to keep hair feeling soft, strong,
healthy + clean.  

*results observed on 35 people  
after 21 days

PRO chelating hair complex detox shampoo pH maintenance shampoo
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product usage
K18 PRO service

. 1 Mist hair with water (do not saturate). 

. 2 Section hair into 4 quadrants, apply 6-12 
sprays of K18 PRO mist per quadrant 
based on length and density. Hair should 
feel slightly damp.

. 3 Let sit for 4 minutes. Do not rinse out. 

. 4 Dry hair and process as usual. 

. 5 Shampoo, do not condition.  
Towel dry thoroughly. 

. 6 Depending on service, follow with the K18 
 PRO mask to complete the PRO service. 

1. Shampoo, do not condition.  
Towel dry thoroughly. 

2. Part hair into equal sections. 
3. Begin with 1 pump of K18 PRO mask and 

add more as needed depending on length, 
thickness, and condition. The formula is 
highly concentrated, so only use about  
1-3 pumps. Work evenly into hair from  
ends to roots, one pump at a time. 

4. Let sit for 4 minutes to activate. 
Do not rinse out. 

5. Style as usual. 

PRO mist

PRO mask
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product usage
PEPTIDE PREP™

. 1 Shake well before use. Turn trigger to 
“on” position.

. 2 Section dry hair into 4 quadrants, apply 
6-10 sprays per quadrant based on 
length and density. Hair should feel 
slightly damp. 

. 3 Work through to evenly distribute. 

. 4 Wait 4 minutes. 

. 5 Wash with K18 detox shampoo.
 
For most extreme cases of mineral buildup: 
 
. 1 Section hair into 4 quadrants, apply 

 6-10 sprays per quadrant. 
. 2 Work through to evenly distribute. 
. 3 Process up to 10 minutes, then 

shampoo hair with K18 detox shampoo. 
. 4 Towel dry + begin service.

Engineered for heavy duty washing 
ahead of texture services, K18 
treatments, or haircuts/styling following 
the PRO chelating hair complex.

. 1 Massage into hair + scalp to 
remove excess buildup.

. 2 Thoroughly rinse.

. 3 Repeat as needed.

Engineered for higher frequency 
washing like multi-wash services or 
clients with less buildup.

. 1 Massage into hair, focusing  
on scalp

. 2 Thoroughly rinse.

. 3 Repeat as needed.

PRO chelating hair complex detox shampoo

pH maintenance shampoo



made to be used 
with every service,
on every client 
K18 + bleach or lightener
K18 + color
K18 + perms
K18 + relaxer
K18 + thermal reconditioner 
K18 + keratin straightener
K18 + cut or style 
K18 + extensions  
K18 double dose treatment
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dos & don’ts
Do use K18 PRO service on all hair types

Do mist the hair with water prior to applying K18 PRO mist

Do wait the full 4 minutes before beginning your chemical  
process, styling, or adding anything additional to hair 

Do process chemical service as usual

Do dry hair thoroughly with a towel before applying K18 PRO mask

Do use K18 PRO mask before and after toning

Do add a leave-in conditioner after the 4 minutes if needed

Do use a heat protectant if heat styling hair

Do send your client home with K18 mask to continue hair  
strengthening between salon visits

Don’t over apply, the K18 PRO mask’s highly concentrated  
formula was made so you can use less

Don’t mix it into your chemical service

Don’t increase your bleach volume or alter your  
typical color formula

Don’t rinse it out

Don’t use conditioner before applying K18 mask
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1. Section dry hair into 4 quadrants, apply 6-10 sprays of K18 PRO chelating hair complex per 
quadrant based on length and density. Work through to evenly distribute. Wait 4 minutes. 

2. Apply 6-12 sprays of K18 PRO mist per quadrant based on length and density. Wait 4 minutes. DO 
NOT rinse out (this is a good time to mix color or prepare your lightening service.)  

3. Dry hair if needed. Apply the lightener directly on top of K18 PRO mist and process as usual.  

4. Use K18 PEPTIDE PREP™ shampoo, do not condition. Towel dry thoroughly. 

5. Apply 1-3 pumps of K18 PRO mask depending on length, thickness, and condition. Work evenly into 
hair from ends to roots, one pump at a time. Wait 4 minutes. DO NOT rinse out.  

6. If toning, apply toner or gloss on top of K18 PRO mask. Process toner or gloss as required. Rinse 
and if shampooing, follow with K18 pH maintenance shampoo. Towel dry thoroughly.  

7. Follow with a secondary application of K18 PRO mask. Wait 4 minutes and then you may add 
additional styling products or begin to blowdry. If cutting, you may use K18 PRO mask as a cutting 
lotion without waiting 4 minutes and begin haircut immediately. 
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K18 + bleach or lightener
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K18 + color
1. Section dry hair into 4 quadrants, apply 6-10 sprays of K18 PRO chelating hair complex per 

quadrant based on length and density. Work through to evenly distribute. Wait 4 minutes.

2. Apply 6-12 sprays of K18 PRO mist per quadrant based on length and density. Wait 4 minutes. DO 
NOT rinse out (this is a good time to mix or prepare for your color service.)  

3. Dry hair if needed. Apply color directly on top of K18 PRO mist and process as usual.  

4. Use K18 PEPTIDE PREP™ shampoo, do not condition. Towel dry thoroughly.

5. Apply 1-3 pumps of K18 PRO mask depending on length, thickness, and condition. Work evenly into 
hair from ends to roots, one pump at a time. Leave for 4 minutes before styling. DO NOT rinse out. 
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K18 + perm
1. Section dry hair into 4 quadrants, apply 6-10 sprays of K18 PRO chelating hair complex per 

quadrant based on length and density. Work through to evenly distribute. Wait 4 minutes.

2. Follow with K18 detox shampoo. 

3. Apply 6-12 sprays of K18 PRO mist per quadrant based on length and density. DO NOT rinse, then 
roll perm rods as normal. 

4. Apply perm solution.

5. Rinse and follow with neutralizer as usual.  

6. Rinse neutralizer and remove rods.

7. Re-apply 6-12 sprays of K18 PRO mist per quadrant based on length and density. Let sit for 4 
minutes before styling.   

 

*don’t use K18 mask after your perm service to avoid weighing down fresh curls.
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K18 + relaxer
1. Section dry hair into 4 quadrants, apply 6-10 sprays of K18 PRO chelating hair complex per 

quadrant based on length and density. Work through to evenly distribute. Wait 4 minutes.

2. Apply 6-12 sprays of K18 PRO mist per quadrant based on length and density. Wait 4 minutes. DO 
NOT rinse out (this is a good time to prepare your relaxer solution.)  

3. Lightly blow dry hair until dry. 

4. Apply relaxer and process as usual.  

5. Thoroughly rinse relaxer, then towel dry.

6. Apply 1-3 pumps of K18 PRO mask depending on length, thickness, and condition. Work evenly into 
hair from ends to roots, one pump at a time. Wait 4 minutes. DO NOT rinse out. 

7. Follow with neutralizing shampoo, do not condition. Towel dry thoroughly.

8. Re-apply 1-3 pumps of K18 PRO mask. Wait 4 minutes and then you may add additional styling 
products or begin to blowdry. If cutting, you may use K18 PRO mask as a cutting lotion without 
waiting 4 minutes and begin haircut immediately
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K18 + thermal reconditioner
1. Section dry hair into 4 quadrants, apply 6-10 sprays of K18 PRO chelating hair complex per 

quadrant based on length and density. Work through to evenly distribute. Wait 4 minutes.

2. Follow with K18 detox shampoo. 

3. Apply 6-12 sprays of K18 PRO mist per quadrant based on length and density. Wait 4 minutes. DO 
NOT rinse out. (this is a good time to prepare your thermal reconditioner solution.)  

4. Apply the solution and process as usual.  

5. Apply neutralizer.  

6. Once neutralizer has processed, rinse, then towel dry thoroughly.

7. Apply 1-3 pumps of K18 PRO mask depending on length, thickness, and condition. Work evenly 
into hair from ends to roots, one pump at a time. Wait 4 minutes before combing, then style and add 
product as usual  
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K18 + keratin straightener
1. Section dry hair into 4 quadrants, apply 6-10 sprays of K18 PRO chelating hair complex per 

quadrant based on length and density. Work through to evenly distribute. Wait 4 minutes.

2. Apply 6-12 sprays of K18 PRO mist per quadrant based on length and density. Wait 4 minutes. DO 
NOT rinse out.

3. Use recommended shampoo per your keratin straightener service instructions (1-7 times).  

4. Apply and process keratin straightener as usual.  

   

*for best results, wait 3-4 shampoos post-treatment before using the K18 mask in the salon or at home.  
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K18 + cut or style
1. Section dry hair into 4 quadrants, apply 6-10 sprays of K18 PRO chelating hair complex per 
quadrant based on length and density. Work through to evenly distribute. Wait 4 minutes.

2. Follow with K18 detox shampoo. Skip conditioner and towel dry thoroughly.

3.  Apply 6-12 sprays of K18 PRO mist per quadrant based on length and density. 

4. Then apply 1-3 pumps of K18 PRO mask on top depending on length, thickness, and condition. 
Work evenly into hair from ends to roots, one pump at a time. DO NOT rinse out. 

5. You may begin cutting immediately, just wait 4 minutes before adding additional styling products or 
cutting lotions.  
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K18 + extensions
1. Apply 6-12 sprays of K18 PRO mist based on length and density. Wait 4 minutes. DO NOT rinse out.

2. Wash with K18 detox shampoo. Skip conditioner and towel dry thoroughly.

3. Apply 1-3 pumps of K18 PRO mask on the ends. Wait 4 minutes.

4. Install extensions as usual.
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K18 double dose treatment
1. Section dry hair into 4 quadrants, apply 6-10 sprays of K18 PRO chelating hair complex per 

quadrant based on length and density. Work through to evenly distribute. Wait 4 minutes.

2. Follow with K18 detox shampoo for a clean base. Skip conditioner and towel dry thoroughly.

3. Apply 6-12 sprays of K18 PRO mist per quadrant based on length and density. Wait 4 minutes. DO 
NOT rinse out.

4. Then apply 1-3 pumps of K18 PRO mask on top depending on length, thickness, and condition. 
Work evenly into hair from ends to roots, one pump at a time. DO NOT rinse out. 

5. Wait 4 minutes before combing, then style and add product as usual.  If cutting, you may use K18 
PRO mask as a cutting lotion without waiting 4 minutes and begin haircut immediately. 



troubleshooting + 
chatting K18
with clients 

What is the K18 mask?
K18 mask is a peptide-powered leave-in treatment that 
repairs hair damage in just 4 minutes. 
 
Will it work for my hair? 
All hair is the same at the molecular level (which is 
where K18PEPTIDE™ does its thing) so it will work  
to renew all hair types—yep even 3-4C. K18 mask  
is compatible with all products, easily fitting into  
any routine. 
 
Why should I use K18 mask? 
Chemical services, heat styling…we put hair through 
a lot. K18PEPTIDE™ reconnects broken disulfide 
bonds (what bond builders do) AND broken polypeptide 
(keratin) chains to restore holistic hair health by 
addressing hair’s core strength and elasticity. 
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troubleshooting + chatting K18
with clients (continued) 
How do I use it? 
Hair routines look a little different with K18 mask. Think less steps + more expression without damage.  
• Shampoo. Skip conditioner
• Gently towel dry hair ‘til damp
• Start with 1 pump and spread it between your hands. 
• Evenly distribute it from ends to roots.
• Add more as needed but don’t exceed 3 pumps
• Wait 4 minutes before combing + styling to get your finished look + feel. 
• Then do whatever you want. This is a leave-in, no rinse needed.

How often?
Use for the first 4-6 washes, then they can switch to maintenance mode and use  
dependingon the level of damage they put their hair through on the regular.    

What about conditioner?
Explain to your client it’s not if but when conditioner leaves a film that blocks our 
biomimetic peptide from reaching damage sites in the innermost layers of hair.  
Skip conditioner to give the K18PEPTIDE™ a clear path, then once the 4-minute  
wait time is up, feel free to use a conditioner or leave-in.  

PRO TIP:  If your client uses a lot of other hair products, recommend starting with
the PEPTIDE PREP™ detox shampoo prior to the K18 PRO service or mask 
application so the peptide can penetrate more effectively. 
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troubleshooting + chatting K18 
with clients (continued) 
Is K18 considered a protein?
K18 PRO mist + mask are not protein treatments, 
our biomimetic peptide naturally mimics the amino 
acid sequences in keratin to rebuild bonds broken by 
chemical, color, and heat damage. If your clients are 
experiencing dry, brittle hair, use PEPTIDE PREP™ 
detox shampoo pre-K18 mask to remove buildup.
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getting the convo started 

• To reach your hair goals, let’s create a  
strong, healthy hair base with 6 consecutive  
K18 mask treatments before your first 
transformation appointment. 

• After this damaging chemical/heat service,  
use the K18 mask to keep your hair strong,  
soft, smooth, and bouncy at home. 

• If you’re worried about hair damage at home  
and want to keep your hair looking like you  
just left the salon, try using the K18 mask. 

• Get your healthiest hair with up to 50 doses  
of lasting damage repair from K18’s mask.  
It’s highly concentrated, so you need way  
less than a traditional mask.

How do you talk K18 in the salon without sounding… salesy? 
Here are some ways to get the healthy hair convo started: 
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@k18hair


